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About the Report
The questionnaire assesses four personality traits that are known to relate to a person’s capacity to
contribute to innovation in a work environment. These have been labelled Optimism, Assertiveness,
Insubordination and Judiciousness.
Each is assessed on a nine point scale in which your score is compared with those of over 200 other
people in the working population. A score of 5 is average and obtained by about 20% of people, while
50% of people obtain scores in the full average range of 4 to 6. If your score is 7 or more, or 3 or less,
then it deviates signiﬁcantly from the average to a greater or lesser degree. Only 4% of people obtain
scores of 9 or 1 respectively. For validation purposes, the questionnaire was administered to a group of
19 MBA students at the Judge Business School in Cambridge, a group that might reasonably be expected
to have above average capacities to contribute to innovation. The average score of this group on each
scale was between 6 and 7.

Reflection
When interpreting your own score, please note that how each scale contributes to innovation depends
on a number of factors, in particular the work environment itself and the overall pattern as well as the
scores themselves. There are no right or wrong answers that can be applied across the board, and much
depends on the situation in which you ﬁnd yourself. For example, being manipulative and disobedient
may be the key to success in some circumstances and a recipe for disaster in others. Also, remember
that no organisation could function if comprised entirely of innovators. People who are able to maintain
strong and successful traditions are equally valuable, as are unassuming yet loyal and committed staﬀ
who will put the interests of their organisation above all else.
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Unduly Pessimistic

Overly Optimistic

Your level of optimism concerning the future appears to be in the average range. While you can be
willing to embrace change, you may also think that sometimes the more traditional ways of doing things
might actually have been better, especially where this can be supported by evidence. All things being
equal, you would perhaps prefer to stick with tried and tested methods. You can feel slightly anxious
that things may be moving too quickly these days, and have perhaps a few concerns about whether you
will always be able to keep up with the present pace. However, you do not normally let these doubts
interfere with your work or your sense of commitment to daily responibilities.

Assertiveness
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Unassertive

Overassertive

You have the capacity to work hard should the occasion demand it. You are able to keep to deadlines
where they are important, and are usually able to perform reasonably well under stress. You have
suﬃcient self-conﬁdence on most occasions to enable you to make decisions comfortably, particularly
where these are ones that are likely to have an impact on your work. You are able to work
independently if this is required, and do not demand constant supervision. You can generally be trusted
to get on with your work, and are unlikely to ask for time oﬀ without good reason.

Insubordination
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Very Dutiful

Disobedient

You are probably best suited to a position that requires you to work independently within a negotiated
agenda. This, combined with your critical approach to existing procedures, can often be of considerable
beneﬁt to an organisation. You are usually able to assert your authority, and can inspire conﬁdence in
others, so long as your questioning attitude does not undermine their self-esteem. You may not be at
your best when expected to carry out a great amount of trivial or boring work, and indeed such work
would not make the most of your potential.

Judiciousness
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Suspicious

Manipulative

You are hesitant about accepting people's motives at face value, and generally have little time for those
who think they can talk you into things against your will. While colleagues may sometimes see you as a
little sensitive, this is usually because they fail to recognise the diﬃculties you encounter. You prefer to
work independently, taking particular pride in your own methods. People often ﬁnd it all too easy to
blame you for their mistakes, and you are not always able to ﬁnd an adequate avenue of escape when
this occurs. Like most people, you want to receive recognition for your achievements, and you are likely
to feel hurt should this not be forthcoming.
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